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ABSTRACT
Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM) has
been certified to provide lateral guidance in flight
operations ranging from En-route to Non-Precision
Approach (NPA). Recent developments in the RAIM
algorithm science, namely Advanced RAIM (ARAIM),
have suggested a future role in vertically guided
operations down to LPV with a decision height of 200ft
[EU-U.S., 2012]. However, more stringent requirements
as a result of the vertical guidance application question
the external risk or trust that is placed on the constellation
service provision and may require the partial reduction of
this risk through the use of a ground segment, identifying
and removing threats and providing data through an ISM

(Integrity Support Message). This ground segment should
ideally be light and low-cost so not to replicate that
implemented for SBAS. In addition the ISM latency
[Walter et al, 2012] should ideally be allowed as long as
possible to obviate the challenging and expensive
communications requirements as imposed, for example,
on SBAS (6 sec Time to Alert). Furthermore, the ISM
should be as simple as possible to ensure the data
broadcast requirements can be met with a number of
solutions from ATC, to local ground communications to
GEO relay. Finally, the network should be light, in the
sense of a sparse and global distribution of stations.
In order to meet the defined role of the ground segment
and its monitoring capability; three possible
methodologies were identified [Milner et al, 2014]: No
ground monitoring, Offline Monitoring, Real-Time
Monitoring.
The parameters of interest to this monitoring are the input
parameters defined for the ARAIM baseline airborne
algorithm as given below:
•
URA/SISA: Standard deviation of ranging
measurement for integrity
•
URE/SISE: Standard deviation of ranging
measurement for nominal accuracy/continuity
•
Bnom: Maximum nominal bias on ranging
measurement
•
Psat: Prior probability of fault in satellite per
approach
•
Pconst : Prior probability of fault affecting
more than one satellite in constellation per approach
This list of parameters contains the maximum nominal
bias Bnom. A nominal bias is a fault-free bias, both to
account for near-constant uncorrected errors (signal
deformation and antenna bias) and non-Gaussian
behaviour. However, some small nominal bias may be
included in this Bnom parameter.
Indeed, after application of all possible corrections, ionofree smoothed code ranges are affected by residual
ephemeris plus satellite clock and payload group delay
errors w.r.t constellation reference frame and clock. In the
context of ARAIM, the residual ephemeris plus clock
errors, residual tropospheric error, and multipath plus
noise errors, are all assumed to be random errors
overbounded by zero mean gaussian errors with known
modeled variance. However, it is noted that the residual
ephemeris plus satellite clock errors may include a long
term bias.
These ionofree smoothed code ranges are also affected by
the receiver clock offset, defined as the common
propagation delays from antenna to signal processing
stages, also defined as the error identical to all
measurements of the same constellation, which varies
across constellations (time reference, signal) and the
receiver design. Note that the receiver clock offset may
include residual payload plus ephemeris delays identical
to all satellites used in the navigation solution

computation, so may vary depending on the set of
satellites used in this computation.
The iono-free nominal bias may then be defined as the
permanent bias in excess of the residual error identical to
all measurements of the same constellation, and from this
definition may therefore depend on the receiver clock
offset.
A first paper has been issued to define properly the
nominal bias and to characterize over the globe those
biases for an ARAIM user [Macabiau et al, 2014]. Three
possible types of sources of nominal bias were identified:
nominal signal deformation, variation of SV antenna
group delay with nadir angle, variation of user antenna
group delay with Azimuth (Az) and Elevation (El) angles.
Models used to characterize theses nominal bias
contributions were proposed and fully defined.
Assumptions were made at several levels of these models
to try and reflect possible nominal situations of signal
distortion, SV or user receiver antenna group delay
variation. Initial work was presented on the ARAIM
reference algorithm integrity monitoring performance to
protect the ARAIM user against the impact of these
nominal biases, driven by the ISM input Bnom value
transmitted by the ground segment.
The aim of this paper is therefore to update the analysis
done on nominal bias affecting the ARAIM user, on the
capacity of the ground monitoring network to provide a
pertinent Bnom, and on the impact on the ARAIM user
performance. This methodology allows determining
possible restrictions on ARAIM user receiver
characteristics.
Based on the definition of the ARAIM user nominal bias
expressed in [Macabiau et al, 2014] identifyng three
possible sources of nominal bias (signal deformations, SV
antenna, and user antenna), assumption and models
definition are set in the first part of the paper. Then, we
determine the impact of that defined nominal bias on the
ARAIM user receiver range measurement and position
estimate. Impact of nominal signal deformations is
evaluated using a models derived from the bounding
ICAO EWF threat model The evaluation considers
different receiver configurations in terms of bandwidth
and chip spacing, representing the regions that are
proposed at RTCA/EUROCAE [Phelts et al., 2014b] plus
regions identified to induce a maximum ranging error due
to nominal signal deformation. The analysis of the
nominal bias obtained for the different configuration leads
to the identification of suitable design requirements for
the ARAIM user receiver. Impact of user antenna group
delay variation as a function of Azimuth and Elevation is
then addressed, considering several models for user
antenna, including recent results for the model of a dualfrequency civil aviation antenna mounted on aircraft.
Impact of SV antenna group delay variation is also
assessed based on mathematical analysis of antenna group
delay. Then, through simulation, we analyze the results of

the implementation of these ground monitoring
techniques for estimation of the Bnom bounds and we
analyze the performance of these bounds with respect to
the possible distribution of the ARAIM user nominal bias.
Situations leading to extreme integrity situations have
been identified and are analyzed with respect to current
monitoring concept used in the ISM. This analysis will
assess the sensitivity of the results with respect to the
model used to define each nominal bias contributor. From
these simulations, we finally conclude on the capacity of
the ground to provide efficient Bnom coupled with some
possible restrictions for the characteristics of the ARAIM
user receiver.
INTRODUCTION
ARAIM user Rx pseudorange measurements are affected
by slowly varying range errors, called nominal biases, not
fully corrected by the Constellation Service Provider
(CSP) navigation message or by the ARAIM Integrity
Support Message (ISM), and only partially reflected by
the ARAIM ISM URE. The reason why these long term
biases affect differently a ground segment and the user
receiver is due to the differences in the ground segment
receiver sites and user receiver (location, antenna,
receiver).
In addition to the ARAIM ISM URE, this ARAIM
receiver uses input ISM Bnom values reflecting nominal
biases, and ISM URE and Bnom are used for fault
detection test and computation of protection levels.
CNES therefore felt interesting to analyze requirements
for the ARAIM ground segment to provide an adequate
ISM so that the impact of nominal biases on ARAIM user
performance is acceptable, and launched a project carried
out by EGIS-AVIA and ENAC. One important issue is
the possible constraints on ARAIM ground and user
segment to reach a specific performance (ex: BW, Cs
region).
DEFINITION OF NOMINAL BIASES
The section 1 of the Milestone I report on ARAIM
Working Assumptions [EU-US, 2012] provides some
definitions about ARAIM user receiver nominal biases
that could be used as baseline in the framework of
ARAIM activity. In particular, the User Range Error
(URE) is the standard deviation error corresponding to
system accuracy and continuity performance. For
ARAIM, this error will not account for fault bias errors.
However, small nominal biases may be included in this
parameter. This Milestone I report on ARAIM [EU-US,
2012] also mentions the definition of nominal bias in
range measurements by noting that the GEAS Phase II
report [FAA, 2010] allowed for the possibility of faultfree biases, both to account for near-constant uncorrected
errors (signal deformation and antenna biases) and nonGaussian behaviour. It also defines the fault-free case as
the case that covers the causes of HMI that are due to
large random errors that can occur with small probability
in the normal operation of the system, such as those

caused by receiver noise, multipath and inaccurate
tropospheric delay estimation along with an unfortunate
combination of bias errors.
This report also mentions that the systematic error due to
antenna bias can be accounted for within the maximum
nominal bias term to be broadcast to ARAIM users. These
biases depend on the look angle of the signal through the
antenna and may be different for each frequency and for
code and carrier.
GEAS Phase II report [FAA, 2010] also notes that alert
limits for LPV-200 are fairly small compared to those for
LNAV approach. As such, the effect of small range errors
due to several sources (e.g., errors due to nominal signal
deformations, antenna biases) cannot be ignored when
analyzing the integrity performance of the algorithm.
These small range errors include errors that remain
essentially constant throughout the duration of an
approach, and therefore cannot be treated as if they were
purely random (i.e., uncorrelated over periods of time of
15 seconds or more).
However, we feel that it would be useful to clarify the
definition of these ARAIM user receiver nominal biases
in order to identify clear techniques for determination of
appropriate bounds on their value such as they are used
inside the ARAIM user receiver algorithm, and to
determine the ARAIM user performance induced by the
value of these bounds.
The ionofree GNSS pseudorange measurements in a
multi-constellation GPS/GALILEO dual frequency
ARAIM receiver, corrected by all possible corrections
(CSP navigation message satellite clock and Tgd as
appropriate, possible online ARAIM ISM clock
correction from online ISM navigation message overlay if
online ARAIM is used, relativistic effect, ARAIM user
tropospheric error) could be modeled as proposed
hereafter:
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These iono-free code measurements are then smoothed
with iono-free phase measurements.
The final smoothed ionofree measurements would
therefore be modeled as:
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where 𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 are the satellite positions computed by
the user receiver using the CSP navigation message and
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possibly the online ARAIM navigation message overlay if
online ARAIM is used.
In this model, the range residual quantities involved are
described below:
• 𝛿𝜌 ! − 𝛿𝑑 !"#$ is the sum of residual range error due to
ephemeris error and satellite clock error w.r.t the CSP
reference frame and CSP clock reference. Note that
in the case of GPS L1/L5 ionofree measurement, this
residual error also includes the error affecting the
broadcast 𝑇!"#!/!! as the GPS ground segment
monitors the L1/L2 iono-free measurements. In the
context of ARAIM, this residual error is assumed to
be random, with a distribution overbounded by a
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard
deviation termed URE. This residual error may
include a long term bias of a few hours reflecting the
rhythm of the ODTS output, assumed to be included
in URE.
• 𝛿𝜏 ! , 𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡 ! + 𝑛! are the residual tropospheric and
multipath plus noise errors. They are assumed by the
ARAIM receiver algorithm to be random errors with
a distribution overbounded by a 0 mean gaussian
!
!
!
error with variance modeled as 𝜎!"#$#
, 𝜎!"#$
, 𝜎!"#$%
.
!"#
!"#
• 𝑏 ,𝑏
are the ARAIM receiver clock offset with
respect to GPS reference time and GALILEO
reference time. These clock offsets should include all
propagation delays common to all satellites of the
same constellation from user antenna reference center
point to signal processing module. This offset
represents the error term which is identical to all
measurements of the same constellation. Note that
from this definition the receiver clock offset may
include payload, plus ephemeris or SV clock delays
identical to all satellites of the same constellation
used, so it may vary depending on the set of satellites
used.
• 𝑏 !"#$ , 𝑏 !"#$ are the iono-free nominal biases for GPS
satellite i, and GALILEO satellite j. Each quantity is
a bias with long-term variation that is not reflected in
the URE. It may include an average component
identical to all measurements of the same
constellation. This identical component may also be
included in the receiver clock offset
The nominal range bias is seen primarily as a permanent
bias equal to the bias due to nominal signal deformations
affecting the user receiver, minus the bias due to the same
nominal signal deformation affecting the CSP ground
segment receivers (and possibly the ARAIM ground
segment receivers in the case of online ARAIM). It may
also include an additional component that is a bias due to
the variation of the SV antenna group delay with the
pointing angle towards the used. In addition, it may also
include an additional bias due to user antenna group delay
variation with azimuth and elevation of the direction of
arrival of the satellite signal.
MODEL OF NOMINAL BIASES
In the general case, this nominal bias may therefore be
modeled as:
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NOMINAL BIAS DUE TO NOMINAL SIGNAL
DEFORMATION
Nominal signal distortions are perturbations affecting the
time domain waveform transmitted by the satellite as
observed by the receiver. Alternatively, nominal signal
deformations could be defined as perturbations affecting
the correlation between the incoming signal and the
locally generated replica in the receiver. These distortions
affect L1, E1, L5 and E5a measurements independently as
these 4 signals are different and because their respective
tracking modules within the receiver are different. These
nominal deformations affecting each individual L1, E1,
L5, E5a measurement affect in turn the L1/L5 and E1/E5a
iono-free measurements as per the L1/L5 and E1/E5a
iono-free combination. These nominal deformations are
assumed to affect only code pseudorange measurements.
Indeed, it is assumed that nominal signal deformations
induce a negligible error on phase measurements due to
negligible prompt correlation loss. Therefore, the
smoothed measurements are affected only through the
perturbation of the iono-free code pseudorange
measurements. Nominal signal distortions were modeled
as the combination of digital distortions and analog
distortions.
Nominal signal distortions were measured for example by
Stanford University (SU) for all GPS satellites on L1 and
L5 that could be observed at the time of measurement
[Wong et al., 2010]. An average model for analog signal
distortions, involving a specific spectrum shape inducing
the average nominal time domain waveform shape based
on the observations, was proposed in [Phelts et al., 2009].
In this reference, a limit for the oscillations in the
amplitude/time domain for nominal versus deformed
waveforms (evil waveforms) was also proposed.
Among others, the observations of nominal deformations
show that the maximum observed abs(Δ) for GPS L1 C/A
is equal to 10 ns. From [Wong et al., 2010], we can also
observe that only one L5 signal was observed, with Δ=4
ns for the pilot L5 component and Δ=5 ns for the L5 data
component. These observations also show that nominal
analog deformations are not 2nd order.
Nominal signal distortions for non observed GPS
satellites are unknown, and nominal signal distortions for
GALILEO E1 OS and E5a are unknown.

Max tracking error from all combination of BW=12Mhz and CS=0.01:0.01:0.5

For GPS L1 C/A, as we can see in figures 1 and 2,
Fd=17MHz brings the lowest tracking biases for BW<24,
for any Cs within 0.01…0.5 chip.
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So for GPS L1 C/A, ENAC used the best-case faulty
EWF Threat Model B (Δ≈0).
The best case Threat Model B digital deformation is
around 0, so the digital deformations used for our model
were taken as per the measurements made by Stanford
University for each observed PRN.
For GPS L1 C/A, the best-case Threat Model B analog
deformations are assumed to originate from a 2nd order
filter with Fd=17MHz, σ=0.8 … 8.8 as a function of
increasing PRN#. However, it is important to remember
that nominal analog deformations are not 2nd order, but
the choice of a 2nd order filter is assumed to reflect an
extreme situation of these nominal analog deformations.
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This is a tentative to use extreme nominal signal
deformation with varying parameters for each PRN to
analyze the performance of ARAIM in presence of
nominal biases. Indeed, the upper bound on nominal
signal deformations, and the worst-case dispersion of
these deformations across the satellite constellation, are
not defined in any standard.
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For this work, despite the observations made in [Wong et
al., 2010], for this work, ENAC has chosen to model GPS
nominal analog signal deformations for each SV as the
result of a 2nd order filter with parameters at the limit of
EWF parameters and varying for each PRN, and digital
signal deformations are modeled for each SV as a time
shift of the trailing or leading bit edge as per
measurements available in the literature.
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Figure 2: Maximum value of tracking bias for a GPS L1
C/A receiver with BW=12 MHz and chip spacing within
0.01…0.5, as a function of Fd and σ.
As we can also see in these figures 1 and 2, σ=0.8 leads to
the lowest tracking errors, but the nominal analog
deformations observed by Stanford University have
diverse values of the damping factor, and we need to
create a strong diversity of the nominal bias across all
satellites, so we chose to sample the Fd=17MHz
boundary: σ =0.8 … 8.8.
For GPS L5, ENAC also tried to use an extreme nominal
deformation for this analysis derived as a lower bound of
an EWF threat model. However, EWF threat model is not
standardized yet for GPS L5. So ENAC proposes a faulty
L5 EWF Threat Model B (Δ≈0), where Δ=-0.6 … 0.6 (L5
Chip), Fd=1…24MHz, σ =0.8 … 8.8. So, for GPS L5,
ENAC used the best case faulty EWF Threat Model B
(Δ≈0) proposed above. The best case Threat Model B
digital deformation is around 0, so the digital
deformations were taken as per Stanford University
measurements for each observed PRN. The best-case
Threat Model B analog deformations were assumed to
originate from a 2nd order filter with Fd=24MHz, σ=0.8
… 8.8 as a function of increasing PRN# in order to create
a strong diversity of the nominal bias across all satellites.
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Figure 1: Maximum value of tracking bias for a GPS L1
C/A receiver with BW=24 MHz and chip spacing within
0.01…0.5, as a function of Fd and σ.

However, it is unsure of how much this choice leads to an
upper bound. Indeed, the choice to model limit nominal
analog deformations as a 2nd order filter with parameter
values equal to limit EWF threat model B brings a limit
for 2nd order nominal deformations, but it may be possible
that other limit nominal deformations occur that lead to
worse ARAIM performance. Other options could have
been chosen, such as using the limit 2nd order deformed
model expressed in the amplitude/time domain, where the
limits are taken from [Phelts et al., 2009], and use another
model for the dispersion of the nominal biases across all
the satellites. The use of real observed nominal analog
deformation with their natural dispersion across satellites
is another option that is necessary to consider, as in
[PHELTS et al., 2014a].
From these assumptions, a table has been built by ENAC
to model the code pseudorange biases induced by nominal
signal deformations for GPS L1 C/A signal component.

Based on these assumptions, the nominal biases due to
nominal signal deformation are shown in the following
figures.
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Figure 4: Nominal GPS L1 C/A bias due to modeled
nominal signal deformation for each considered GPS, for
BW=20MHz, Cs=0.1 chip (same table used for
GALILEO E1 OS).
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Figure 5: Nominal GPS L5 bias due to modeled nominal
signal deformation for each considered GPS, for
BW=24MHz, Cs=1 chip (same table used for GALILEO
E5a).
Other pairs of (BW, Cs) were tested in order to evaluate
the sensitivity of the results to that parameter and to get
results for other communities of users with different
receiver designs.
The tracking errors induced by these extreme nominal
signal deformations were computed.

NOMINAL RANGING DUE TO MODELED NOMINAL SIGNAL DEFORMATION (BW=24 MHz, Cs=0.01)

0.5

NOMINAL RANGING DUE TO MODELED NOMINAL SIGNAL DEFORMATION (BW=20 MHz, Cs=0.01)

0.4

METERS

ARAIM user receiver code tracking errors induced by
these limit GPS L1 C/A nominal signal deformations
were then computed for E-L discriminator, and for Chip
Spacing (Cs), bandwidth (BW) within a BW-Cs region
defined later in this paper, considering first the latest BWCs region proposed by Stanford University at RTCA, and
a BW-Cs region within which the ranging error is limited.
ARAIM tracking error due to nominal signal deformation
was not computed for double delta discriminator as SU
proposal to RTCA is to remove it from the set of
authorized configurations.
Also, the induced ranging errors were computed assuming
a combined RF/IF filter modeled as a butterworth (order
6) filter with differential group delay of 150 ns, as per the
ICAO SARPs requirements for BW>=7 MHz.
Indeed, the new (Cs, BW) region proposed by SU at
RTCA for BPSK [PHELTS et al., 2014b] can be
summarized as follows:
• Only allow early minus late correlator (terminal
area not considered)
• L1 C/A
o BW between 12 and 24 MHz
o Cs between 0.08 and 0.12
o Group delay < 150 nsec (including
antenna)
• L5/E5A
o BW = tight region around 24 MHz
o Cs = tight region around 1 chip
o Exact region TBD
o Group delay < 150 nsec (including
antenna)
Reference configuration is for GPS L1 C/A BW=24 MHz
– Cs=0.1, and for GPS L5/GALILEO E5a BW=24 MHz –
Cs=1.
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It appears interesting to determine the impact of
deviations of the receiver configuration from the receiver
characteristics as proposed by Stanford University.
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Figure 3: Nominal GPS L1 C/A bias due to modeled
nominal signal deformation for each considered GPS, for
BW=24MHz, Cs=0.1 chip (same table used for
GALILEO E1 OS).

Indeed, we can define an ARAIM user Rx BW, Cs area
for a maximum deviation of the limit nominal bias w.r.t
the reference bias, so that this value is lower than a
threshold (ex: 0.1m).
So we can for example compute
max 𝑏 ! 𝐵𝑊, 𝐶𝑠 − 𝑏 ! 𝐵𝑊!"# , 𝐶𝑠!"!
!

across all SVsi, affected by their extreme nominal
deformation for all BW and Cs within a specific region.
This may provide an additional criterion for allowed
receiver configurations (BW, Cs).
Several factors impact this value:
• Model for limit nominal biases due to signal
deformation

𝐵𝑊!"# and 𝐶𝑠!"#
Type of RF/IF filter used for reference
(magnitude, grp delay)
Type of RF/IF filter for ARAIM user Rx
(magnitude, group delay)

•
•
•

We first consider that the user Rx has an RF/IF filter
modeled as a 6th order butterworth filter with a differential
group delay forced to be equal to 150ns.
But we also have to consider that the reference RF/IF
filter may be different from the user RF/IF filter.
Indeed, the differential group delay has an important
impact.
The specification for the RF/IF filter group delay is
proposed to be kept such that Δgd<150 ns including the
antenna differential group delay.
Then, we also considered an RF/IF filter modeled as a 6th
order butterworth, or a 6th order chebychev with natural
group delay. We also considered an RF/IF filter modeled
as a SAW filter (diff group delay=0 in the 3dB BW).

Figure 7: Zoom on maximum value across all SVs of
difference in nominal tracking bias for each SV as a
function of BW, Cs w.r.t. nominal tracking bias for
BWref=24 MHz, Csref=0.1 (Δ as per SU measurements,
Fd=17MHz, σ=0.8 … 8.8, Ref and user RF/IF filter:
butter6, Δgd=150 ns).

Based on the assumptions presented above, we therefore
determined the variations on the extreme nominal bias
induced by variations on the chip spacing or on the
bandwidth of the user receiver.
Figure 6 shows the contour plot of this relative difference
between the nominal GPS L1 C/A bias induced by each
GPS SVs affecting a user coping exactly with the
proposed characteristics BWref=24 MHz, Csref=0.1 and a
user having different BW, Cs than this proposition.
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If we consider this 10 cm max deviation area, key points
to be tested are then listed in the table below:
	
  
[24 MHz;0.12]
[24 MHz;0.08]
[12 MHz;0.08]
[12 MHz;0.12]
[24 MHz;0,1]
[20 MHz;0,1]
[23.5MHz;0.08]
[15MHz;0.0969]
[10,5MHz;0.0101]
[13.7MHz;0.0104]

0.3
14

0.05

Table 1: List of BW, Cs points considered for further
testing (BWref=24MHz, Csref=0.1).
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Figure 6: Maximum value across all SVs of difference in
nominal tracking bias for each SV as a function of BW,
Cs w.r.t. nominal tracking bias for BWref=24 MHz,
Csref=0.1 (Δ as per SU measurements, Fd=17MHz, σ=0.8
… 8.8, Ref and user RF/IF filter: butter6, Δgd=150 ns).

1

Figure 8 shows the contour plot of this relative difference
between the nominal GPS L1 C/A bias induced by each
GPS SVs affecting a user coping exactly with the
proposed characteristics BWref=20 MHz, Csref=0.1 and a
user having different BW, Cs than this proposition.
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As we can see in figure 6, a very narrow area with a max
variation of 10 cm appears in the upper left corner,
including narrow Cs with a low BW in the lower left
corner. This area is shown in figure 7 below.
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Figure 8: Maximum value across all SVs of difference in
nominal tracking bias for each SV as a function of BW,
Cs w.r.t. nominal tracking bias for BWref=20 MHz,
Csref=0.1 (Δ as per SU measurements, Fd=17MHz, σ=0.8
… 8.8, Ref and user: butter6, Δgd=150 ns).

However, the possible criterion to be adopted depends on
the overall ARAIM system architecture, and its global
performance for the user.

As we can see, the 10 cm max error contour now fits
better the 1/BW hyperbola, and a large plateau appears for
all BW<20 and Cs>0.3.

Concerning L5, the maximum variations were found to be
limited to 0.1m for a large range of BW and Cs values, as
shown in the figure below.

This aspect will be covered in the last part of this paper.

A zoom on this figure is shown in figure 9 below.
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Figure 10: Maximum value across all SVs of difference in
nominal tracking bias for each SV as a function of BW,
Cs w.r.t. nominal tracking bias for BWref=24 MHz,
Csref=1 (Δ as per SU measurements, Fd=24MHz, σ=0.8
… 8.8, Ref and user RF/IF filter: butter6, Δgd=150 ns).
Figure 9: Zoom on maximum value across all SVs of
difference in nominal tracking bias for each SV as a
function of BW, Cs w.r.t. nominal tracking bias for
BWref=20 MHz, Csref=0.1 (Δ as per SU measurements,
Fd=17MHz, σ=0.8 … 8.8, Ref and user RF/IF filter:
butter6, Δgd=150 ns).

As a conclusion, for GPS L5 and GALILEO E5a, the
configuration was set to fixed for the reference and for the
ARAIM user to be equal to BW=24 MHz and Cs=1 chip.

If we consider this 10 cm max deviation area, key points
to be tested are then listed in the table below:

ARAIM user antenna induces a group delay variation
according to the angle of arrival with respect to the center
of measurement, from which all signals at the same
carrier frequency and bandwidth have the same path
length to the signal processing module. ENAC had built a
table for GPS L1 C/A range error from results of GPS L1
EM modelling in [MURPHY et al., 2007], illustrated in
figure 11 below.

[24 MHz;0.12]
[24 MHz;0.08]
[12 MHz;0.08]
[12 MHz;0.12]
[24 MHz;0,1]
[20 MHz;0,1]
[23,4MHz;0,11]
[19MHz;0,0869]
[12,3MHz;0,151]
[13MHz;0,167]

NOMINAL BIAS DUE TO
GROUP DELAY VARIATION

USER

ANTENNA

Table 2: List of BW, Cs points considered for further
testing (BWref=20MHz, Csref=0.1).
One possible criterion to adopt a specific BW, Cs
configuration could then be to adopt a specific tolerance
on the limit nominal bias induced by each SV. If a
tolerance of 10 cm is adopted, it would therefore be
allowed the BW, Cs points within the contour drawn at
0.1 m in the figure above.

Figure 11: Tracking error induced by modeled antenna
group delay variation as a function of Az and El for GPS
L1 C/A.

The same table had been used for GPS L5, GALILEO E1
OS, GALILEO E5a.
However, this model does not take into account the
influence of the aircraft structure. It would also be of
interest to model the variation of the user antenna group
delay for a dual frequency L1/L5 civil aviation aircraft
antenna.
Therefore, ENAC has launched a study to determine the
value of this group delay for a dual frequency L1/L5 civil
aviation aircraft antenna.
Figure 12 shows an illustration of the modeled antenna.
It is to be noted that this simulated antenna does not fully
comply with the gain requirements expressed in the
EUROCAE draft antenna MOPS [EUROCAE, 2013].
Indeed, as shown in figures 9 and 10, its gain at low
elevation is not sufficiently large as it should be larger
than -11 dB on the horizon. It is thought that this
deviation from the specification does not influence the
final result.
Figure 13: Illustration of L1 free space gain pattern of
modeled circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna.
The free space L5 gain pattern of this antenna is as shown
in the next figure:

Figure 12: Illustration of modeled circular L1/L5 stacked
patch antenna.
This antenna is modeled as a circular stacked patch
antenna with 4 feedings. It is a dual band L1E1 and
L5E5a.
Its performance was simulated with Feko software
(https://www.feko.info/).
The free space L1 gain pattern of this antenna is as shown
in the next figure:

Figure 14: Illustration of L5 free space gain pattern of
modeled circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna.
Two types of simulations were run:
• simulation of the antenna in free-space
• simulations of the antenna plus the main
scattering part of an A380 aircraft (tail, wings,
fuselage)

The model of the antenna mounted on the fuselage of an
A380 aircraft is illustrated in figure 14 below, as well as
the definition of the elevation and azimuth angles used for
antenna characterization.

Figure 16: Illustration of L1 gain pattern of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna mounted on
fuselage of A380 aircraft.
The L5 gain pattern of this antenna mounted on the A380
aircraft model is as shown in the next figure:

Elevation	
  angle

Azimuth	
  angle

Figure 15: Illustration of modeled circular L1/L5 stacked
patch antenna mounted on fuselage of A380 aircraft.
As we can see in this figure 14, the main body of the
fuselage itself is not considered, as it does not have an
electromagnetic influence.
Using this model, the radiated electromagnetic fields were
simulated, and the group delay was derived as:
1 𝑑𝜑
𝜏=−
2𝜋 𝑑𝑓
where 𝜑 is the phase of the radiation pattern in copolarization.
The L1 gain pattern of this antenna mounted on the A380
aircraft model is as shown in the next figure:

Figure 17: Illustration of L5 gain pattern of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna mounted on
fuselage of A380 aircraft.
The variation of the group delay as a function of the
direction of the incident field has been computed. The
antenna group delay is referenced w.r.t mean group delay
at 5° elevation across all azimuth angles.
The 3D plot of the observed group delay on L1 of the
antenna in free space is shown in the next figure.

Figure 18: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of azimuth & elevation angles of incident field .
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna in
free space on L1 as a function of the elevation and
azimuth angles is shown in figure 19.

Figure 19: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angles of elevation and azimuth of incident
field.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna in
free space on L1 as a function of the elevation angle is
shown in figure 20.

Figure 20: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna in
free space on L1 as a function of the azimuth angle is
shown in the next figure.

Figure 21: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of azimuth of incident field.
As we can see, this L1 group delay has a maximum
variation of +/-0.2 ns or equivalently +/-6 cm across all
elevation and azimuth angles.
This has to be considered jointly with the draft
EUROCAE L1/L5 antenna MOPS requirement that states
that the maximum Δgd<25 ns on each band, and the
maximum Δgd<3ns as a function of Az, El [EUROCAE,
2013].
However, considering this user antenna as in free space
only may not reflect the reality of the group delay
variation affecting the pseudorange measurements made
by the user receiver. A tentative was made to evaluate the
impact of the aircraft structure on the variation of the
group delay affecting the final pseudorange measurement
made by the receiver. This new group delay can be seen
as the group delay of a narrow band signal around the
carrier frequency tracked by the receiver after considering
the impact of the aircraft structure plus the antenna. This
may therefore reflect the tracking error made by a narrow
band receiver tracking this narrow band signal arriving
with a static specific angle of arrival due to multipath
created by the aircraft structure as seen by this antenna.
This does not reflect the actual GNSS situation, as the
GNSS signal is wideband and the direction of arrival
changes with time. However, this situation may be closer
to reality than considering the antenna in free space.
The 3D plot of the observed group delay on L1 of the
antenna mounted on an A380 aircraft is shown in the next
figure.

Figure 22: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna mounted on
fuselage of A380 aircraft.

Figure 24: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.

The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna
mounted on A380 aircraft on L1 is shown in figure 23.

Figure 23: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angles of elevation and azimuth of incident
field.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna
mounted on A380 aircraft on L1 is shown in the next
figure.

Figure 25: Illustration of L1 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.
As we can see, this L1 group delay has a maximum
variation of +/-2 ns or equivalently +/-60 cm across all
elevation and azimuth angles.
The 3D plot of the observed group delay on L5 of the
antenna in free space is shown in the next figure.

Figure 26: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of azimuth & elevation angles of incident field.

Figure 28: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of azimuth of incident field.

The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna in
free space on L5 as a function of the elevation angle is
shown in the next figure.

As we can see, this L5 group delay has a maximum
variation of +/- 0.1 ns or equivalently +/- 3 cm across all
elevation and azimuth angles.
The 3D plot of the observed group delay on L5 of the
antenna moiunted on an A380 aircraft is shown in the
next figure.

Figure 27: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna in
free space on L5 as a function of the azimuth angle is
shown in the next figure.

Figure 29: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna mounted on
fuselage of A380 aircraft.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna
mounted on A380 aircraft on L5 as a function of the
elevation angle is shown in the next figure.

On one hand, the ARAIM user antenna bias for each SV
may be very stable along the duration of each single
approach made by an aircraft, but its exact time domain
variation during the approach is not clearly known.
Indeed, smoothed user antenna group delay may be
constant for high elevation SVs as shown in the previous
plots, but may also vary during approach for low
elevation SVs as aircraft attitude varies by a few degrees.
On the other hand, the ARAIM user antenna biases vary
across all situations faced by ARAIM users and are
difficult to predict (these biases depend on antenna,
runway orientation, SV angle of arrival, aircraft attitude,
aircraft).

Figure 30: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.
The complete plot of the group delay of this antenna
mounted on A380 aircraft on L5 as a function of the
elevation angle is shown in the next figure.

We made the choice in this paper to assume that these
biases are a low pass random process and are included
into the multipath budget σ!"#$_!" = 𝛾!! + 𝛾!! 0.13 +
0.53𝑒 !! !" m.
This assumption will need further validation.
In this paper, we also provide a contribution to the
analysis of the time domain variation of the ARAIM user
antenna bias.
We considered real attitude angles observed during one
approach of an A380 at Toulouse Blagnac airport. We
then considered each possible GNSS signal angle of
arrival on a grid 0…90° in elevation and 0…359° in
azimuth. For each of these signals, we assumed that the
L1/L5 ionofree measurement made by the ARAIM
receiver is affected by a ranging error equal to the group
delay plotted in the previous figures. 400 seconds before
crossing the FAF, we then initiated a 100s time constant
smoothing filter replicating a possible 100s code-carrier
smoothing filter applied on this measurement. Due to
aircraft attitude variation during the approach, any signal
viewed by the aircraft antenna with an elevation lower
than 5° is dropped and not considered in final statistics.
This analysis has been done by taking into account the
impact of the aircraft fuselage.

Figure 31: Illustration of L5 group delay of modeled
circular L1/L5 stacked patch antenna in free space, as a
function of angle of elevation of incident field.

Figure 32 shows a projection of the estimated average
value of the smoothed L1/L5 ionofree group delay as a
function of the elevation angle in meters.

As we can see, this L5 group delay of the L1/L5 antenna
mounted on the aircraft has a maximum variation of +/-2
ns or equivalently +/- 60 cm across all elevation and
azimuth angles.
The question of the most appropriate technique for
protection of the ARAIM user against the impact of the
ranging error induced by the user antenna group delay
then arises. Several options exist, that include the
consideration of the worst-case conspiring situation of
these ranging errors, or the consideration of this ranging
error as a random variable at each epoch.

Figure 32: Illustration of estimated mean of L1/L5
ionofree smoothed group delay of modeled circular L1/L5

stacked patch antenna mounted on aircraft, as a function
of angle of elevation of incident field.

stacked patch antenna mounted on aircraft, as a function
of angle of azimuth and elevation of incident field.

As we can see, the average value is approximately
constantly equal to 15 cm for elevations larger than 45°
and for a large range of azimuth angles, but has larger
variations when the elevation angle is lower.

As we can see as well, the RMS of this ionofree group
delay has a maximum value of 33 cm at 5°, and is always
lower than the assumed standard deviation of the ionofree
multipath error.

Figure 33 shows the estimated standard deviation of the
smoothed L1/L5 ionofree group delay, as well as
σ!"#$_!" = 𝛾!! + 𝛾!! 0.13 + 0.53𝑒 !! !" m.

Therefore, from this evaluation with our models, it seems
reasonable that this error is not considered as a nominal
bias, but rather as a random variable at each epoch,
having a distribution that is partly taken into account in
the Gaussian distribution overbounding the 100s
smoothed multipath error with standard deviation
σ!"#$ = 0.13 + 0.53𝑒 !! !" m.
However, this is an initial contribution to this analysis,
and this assumption needs to be further validated.
NOMINAL BIAS DUE TO SV ANTENNA GROUP
DELAY VARIATION

Figure 33: Illustration of estimated standard deviation of
L1/L5 ionofree smoothed group delay of modeled circular
L1/L5 stacked patch antenna mounted on aircraft, as a
function of angle of azimuth and elevation of incident
field.
As we can see, this estimated standard deviation is lower
than 10 cm for elevations larger than 30°, and its
maximum value is 22 cm at 5° elevation. The low value
of the standard deviation at high elevation angles
indicates that this smoothed group delay is very stable
along the approach, while having a stable mean value
around 15 cm as seen previously, for signals in these
directions of arrival. Also, we can see that this standard
deviation is very much lower than the assumed standard
deviation of the multipath error.
As this error can have quite a signification mean value,
we also evaluated the RMS of this smoothed ionofree
group delay, which is plotted in figure 34.

Figure 34: Illustration of estimated RMS of L1/L5
ionofree smoothed group delay of modeled circular L1/L5

Another slowly varying error could be taken into account
in the set of the nominal biases, which is the bias due to
the variation of the SV antenna group delay as a function
of the nadir angle. Indeed, it is believed that this slowly
varying error is not fully reflected in the URE.
ENAC built a table for GPS L1 measurements for all GPS
SVs analyzed in [HAINES et al., 2012], as shown in
figure 35. Indeed, [HAINES et al., 2012] have estimated
the group delay variation as a function of the SV nadir
angle from P1/P2 iono-free measurements.

Figure 35: Illustration of variation of SV antenna group
delay variation as a function of nadir angle [HAINES et
al., 2012].
We assume that this estimated group delay variation is
!"#$
equal to a ranging bias 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!
on the P1/P2 ionofree
modeled as
!
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𝑓!"
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Assuming that each 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!
and 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!
is random with
a decreasing distribution around 0, we assume that there is
!"#$
!"#$
a large probability that 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!
< 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!
and
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𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!! < 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!! . For the simulations, we assume
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!"#$
therefore 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!
= 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!
and 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!!! = 𝑏𝑆𝑉!!/!! .

ENAC built a similar table for GPS L1, GPS L5,
GALILEO E1, GALILEO E5a SVs from GPS L1
observations in [HAINES et al., 2008].
This error has a long-term variation during a CAT-I
approach, that could even be predicted. It is therefore felt
appropriate to consider it as a nominal bias. For a
different consideration, it remains also to be known in
which existing error term this error could be fit (URE or
σ!"#$ ).
MODEL OF NOMINAL BIAS
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From the previous evaluations, the bias on the single
frequency measurements due to nominal signal
deformation has a max variation range of +/- 40 cm
around the average value for all 32 SVs and the bias on
iono-free measurements due to SV antenna group delay
variation as a function of nadir angle has a variation range
of +/- 50 cm around the average value for all 32 SVs.
Finally, if all two components are considered, the overall
maximum variation range of the iono-free bias is
approximately +/- 2 m around the average value obtained
for all 32 SVs.
IMPACT ON ARAIM USER PERFORMANCE
The impact of nominal biases on the vertical position
error can be modeled as:
!!"#

!
!

𝑆!! 𝑏 !"#$ +

𝑉𝑃𝐸!" =
!!!

!!"#$%&

+

(!)
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!!!

𝑆! 𝑏 !"#$!!!"# 	
  
!!!!"# !!

The nominal biases may also impact the integrity
monitoring performance. Indeed, the nominal biases
affect the iono-free pseudorange measurements used for
positioning, thus affect the ARAIM algorithm test criteria
for fault-detection and exclusion, although the impact of
these biases is only partially taken into account through
the URE in the detection threshold.

(!)

𝜎!

= 𝑃𝐻𝑀𝐼!"!" − 𝑃!"#,!"#  !"#$%"&'( − 𝑃!"#$%,!"#  !"#$%"&'(
The VPL terms bounding 𝑉𝑃𝐸!" are the vertical position
(!)
error bounds 𝑏! :
!!"#

We will finally use the final model for nominal biases:
!"#$

Nevertheless, the presence of these biases is taken into
account in the computation of the protection levels by
using the input ISM Bnom parameter. In particular, the
VPL is calculated such that [EU-US, 2012].
(!)
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We see therefore here the dependence between the 𝐵!"#,!
and the VPL.
The terms Bnom should be bounds on nominal biases such
that b(k) are proper bounds of the impact of true nominal
biases on complete 3D position (horizontal and vertical).
During the ARAIM performance evaluation, we also
defined a term that we called the Safety Index, defined as
𝑉𝑃𝐸!"
𝑆𝐼 =
𝛿𝑉𝑃𝐿
where 𝛿𝑉𝑃𝐿 = 𝑉𝑃𝐿 𝐵!"#,! − 𝑉𝑃𝐿 0 is meant to
reflect the component in the VPL which is designed to
bound the ARAIM user position error against the
presence of the nominal biases.
There are different options for describing the ARAIM
user receiver knowledge of nominal biases.
Whatever the configuration, the ARAIM user xPE is
impacted by the true value of the nominal biases, and the
VPE also has to be properly bounded by the 10-7 fault free
bound noted VALFF=10m, and by the composite mode
VAL=35m.
This was evaluated by checking at all space and time
points that
𝑉𝐹𝑂𝑀 =

!
𝑉𝑃𝐸!"
+ 𝐾!! ∗ 𝜎!

!

< 𝑉𝐴𝐿!! = 10𝑚

Also, it needs to be reminded that the Constellation
Service Provider (CSP) navigation message, or the
possible online ARAIM overlay navigation message, are
currently not providing any reference nominal biases, but
the CSP or the online ARAIM navigation message
correction parameters (in particular the SV clock
parameters) reflect the tracking biases of the CSP (P1/P2
for GPS, E1/E5b for GALILEO), or online ARAIM
monitoring stations. Therefore, part of the nominal biases
are individually corrected by the CSP navigation (or
online ARAIM overlay) message, but the exact amount of
the correction brought is not known in general. However,

in the situation of an online ARAIM configuration,
ground and airborne constraints could be placed so that
the online ARAIM ground station receivers would have
configurations similar or close to the ARAIM user
receiver configurations. In the simulations conducted, we
assumed that the ARAIM user receiver is affected by the
nominal biases presented before, but we considered the
worst-case situation where the ARAIM user receiver is
not getting any correction for these biases.
The ISM is providing for Bnom, usually assumed as
identical for all SVs, used for xPLs computation.
The ARAIM user xPLs depend on the value of known
Bnom.
So we can identify the following two options:
• Option 1: The ARAIM user Rx only gets a single
Bnom for all SVs.
• Option 2: Individual reference nominal biases
Bnomi are known by the ARAIM user receiver
Note that in option 2, in order to reflect the
Note also that the current ISM Bnom parameters are used
for xPL computation, but are not meant to be used to
correct ARAIM user range measurements for nominal
biases. Rather, nominal biases could be at least partly
corrected through the clock corrections provided by the
CSP or online ARAIM navigation messages, but this is
not considered in the evaluation provided in this paper.
This choice was made to reflect a situation where online
ARAIM is not implemented, and CSP clock corrections
do not correct these biases.
EVALUATION OF ARAIM USER PERFORMANCE
We first remind here the results of the evaluation
conducted in [Macabiau et al, 2014], when injecting the 3
possible biases as modeled in [Macabiau et al, 2014]. It
needs to be noted that the model for nominal signal
deformations was slightly different in [Macabiau et al,
2014] than in the current paper, and the model adopted in
the current paper may be more extreme.
In [Macabiau et al, 2014], the bias due to nominal signal
deformations was shown to have the largest influence on
the VPE.
Also, the largest Safety_Index_nb was equal to 0.76, for
Bnom=0.75 m. The largest Safety_Index_nb was 1.14, for
Bnom=0.5 m. The largest Safety_Index_nb was 2.28, for
Bnom=0.25 m.
As a conclusion, Bnom=0.75 m was leading to a proper
VPL bound for our simulations.
Initial tests (not reported) with an offset space grid, and
with a different time grid show us the grid would need
refinement.
Initial results also had shown that BW=4…20 MHz and
Cs=0.01…0.24 do not lead to a significant change on
VPEnb and Safety_Index_nb.

For a proper calculation of VPLnb against nominal biases,
the input ISM Bnom cannot be the strict value of nominal
biases (essentially because the nominal biases are
absorbed partly in GPS and GAL user clock offsets).
We ran 19 new simulations with the settings as presented
below:
Common settings
User grid:
Lat: [-75°;+75°]; Lon: [-180°;+180°]
Time grid: 10 days, step=10 min
Mask angles (5°), 24GPS, 24 GAL, L1/E1 + L5/E5a
Signals, UERE (tropo, mult, noise, URA=1m,
URE=0.5m)
Threat Model (Psat=Pconst=10-5, Pfa=4x10-6)
[BW;Cs] for L5/E5a: [24MHz;1]
Table 3: Common simulation settings.
Specific Settings
Computation of Nominal bias: Nom Sig + SV grp del
• Nom Sig def biases: Values of [BW; Cs] for
L1/E1 in regions described before;
• User antenna grp delay variation: not injected as
assumed to be a low-pass random process
covered by sigma_multipath
Input ISM Bi:
• Bnom=0.75m in option 1
• Ref Bnomi from nom sig def in option 2 (used to
compute xPLs)
Table 4: Specific simulation settings.
This leads to the evaluation of performance at 3.26 106
space time grid points. Note however that as the nominal
biases are not modeled as random, the main objective of
these evaluations is to find the worst-case protection
situation.
Figure 36 shows the safety index in option1 where the
reference biases are unknown by the user ARAIM Rx (a
single Bnom=0.75m is provided), User=24MHz-0.12.

Figure 36: Illustration of maximum safety index for
nominal bias VPL bounding, for reference biases

unknown by the user (Bnom=0.75m), User(L1)=24MHz0.12.
We can see in figure 36 that the largest value of the safety
index is equal to 0.90, while the mean value of the safety
index is equal to 0.14.
The availability, when evaluation the VPL againt
VAL=35m, and the VFOM against the VALFF=10m, was
evaluated to be 100%.
Figure 37 shows the value of the safety index for all BWCs configurations previously identified.
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Figure 38: Illustration of maximum safety index for
nominal bias VPL bounding, for reference biases
unknown by the user (Bnom_i=nom sig def Bnom_i),
Ref(L1)=24MHz-0.1 User(L1)=24MHz-0.12.
We can see in figure 38 that the largest value of the safety
index is equal to 0.98, while the mean value of the safety
index is equal to 0.16
The availability, when evaluation the VPL againt
VAL=35m, and the VFOM against the VALFF=10m, was
evaluated to be 100%.
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Figure 39 shows the value of the safety index for all BWCs configurations previously identified.
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Figure 37: Illustration of safety index for nominal bias
VPL bounding, for reference biases unknown by the user
(Bnom=0.75m).
As we can see in figure 37, the 0.1m bounding region
previously identified leads to safety indices in 0.8…0.88,
and generally speaking values of the chip spacing larger
than 0.12 lead to extreme situations.
Figure 38 shows the safety index in option2 where the
reference biases due to nominal signal deformation are
provided to the user ARAIM Rx, Ref=24MHz-0.1
User=24MHz-0.12.
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Figure 39: Illustration of safety index for nominal bias
VPL bounding, for reference biases known by the user
(Bnom_i=nom sig def Bnom_i), Ref(L1)=24MHz-0.1.
As we can see in figure 39, the 0.1m bounding region
previously identified leads to safety indices in 0.71…0.83,
and generally speaking values of the chip spacing equal to
0.12 lead to extreme situations.
Note that the threshold to accept a specific value of safety
index due to nominal biases may depend on the assumed

margins in the evaluation of this performance. For
example, in the situation where the update rate of the ISM
message is very slow (larger than a few years), then
margins may be preferable and it would also be preferable
to set a threshold for the safety index to 0.75 (similar to
the threshold for near MIs in SBAS). In the event where
the ISM update rate is faster than a few years, then a
threshold of 1 on the safety index may be acceptable.
CONCLUSION
A model for extreme nominal biases due to nominal
signal deformation in ARAIM configuration is proposed.
These extreme nominal signal deformations are digital
deformations
taken
from
Stanford
University
measurements, and analog deformations taken from a 2nd
order model, providing an extreme value plus an extreme
dispersion across all SVs of the constellation of the
induced tracking error.
The modeled nominal biases due to user antenna group
delay variation as a function of azimuth and elevation are
taken from an EM model, then proposed to be considered
as a random process whose amplitude distribution is
overbounded by the σ!"#$ = 0.13 + 0.53𝑒 !! !" m 100s
smoothed multipath budget for each L1, L5 E1 OS and
E5a measurement.
The adequacy of these models would need to be refined.
With these models, different BW-Cs user receiver
configurations were identified using the latest BW-Cs
proposal made at RTCA, and using a 0.1m bound on the
maximum ranging error due to nominal signal
deformations.

observed is 0.98, which is quite high. Also, chip spacings
equal to 0.12 lead to largest values of the safety index.
Therefore, from these evaluations, with these settings and
with our extreme model for nominal signal deformation, it
is recommended that if a single Bnom is provided for all
SVs of both constellations, this Bnom needs to be not
lower than 0.75m, and possibly larger than 0.75m. If an
individual Bnom_i is provided equal to the Bnom_i for
nominal signal deformation at a reference receiver
configuration BW=24 Cs=0.1, then ARAIM user receiver
protection against nominal biases through the VPL is
barely achieved when user Cs=0.12.
Note that our preferred solution at this time still is to
consider a single Bnom for all SVs for both constellations
to cover all possible difficulties to tune an individual
Bnom_i per satellite. Another possibility could also be to
adopt a single Bnom for all SVs in a constellation but to
select a different Bnom per constellation.
Several elements in our model could be refined such as
our extreme model for nominal signal deformation, and
other options could be evaluated such as the situation
where Bnom_i provided in option2 are slightly inflated to
reflect more error variation in particular changes or
evolutions in the SVs payload configurations, where the
user receiver corrects part of the nominal biases through
the CSP or online ARAIM message. In addition, the
choice to consider the user antenna bias as a random error
included in the multipath error could be further analyzed.
Finally, concerning the definition of our simulations, the
worst-case situation with a different space-time grid still
needs to be searched.

Two options for performance evaluations were considered
in this paper:
• Option 1: The ARAIM user Rx only gets a single
Bnom for all SVs.
• Option 2: Individual reference nominal biases
Bnomi are known by the ARAIM user receiver
Note that in none of these options we have considered that
the nominal biases are corrected through the CSP
meassage or the possible online ARAIM overlay message.
This choice was made to reflect a situation where online
ARAIM is not implemented, and CSP clock corrections
do not correct these biases.
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